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KE to get extra 150MW from national grid in few days 
Karachi Electric is expected to get additional electricity of 150 MW from the National Grid in a few days, 
well-informed sources told Business Recorder. Power Division, in this regard has submitted a summary to 
the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the Cabinet after consecutive meetings with senior KE 
officials. KE has requested Power Division for provision of 150 MW additional power supply to bridge its 
shortfall in demand and supply. 
 
During 2018, there was a shortfall of 500 MW against peak summer demand which is expected to increase 
further in view of the growing power demand in Karachi region. 
 
According to sources, in view of the availability of power in national grid and considering that any 
additional supply through national grid would provide relief to the consumers of KE, Power Division 
engaged with CPPA-G, NTDC, NPCC and K-Electric to evaluate and explore feasibility of any additional 
power supply to KE through national grid. Subsequently, various sessions were held for technical feasibility 
for supply of 150 MW to KE. 
 
After long deliberations, it was concurred that power supply of 150 MW is technically feasible from three 
wind power plants, ie, Zephyr, Tenaga and Dawood Hydro China 50 MW each, in Gharo Sindg at 132 KV 
voltage. 
 
All stakeholders have agreed for provision of additional power supply to KE from three wind power plants. 
 
The sources said, provision of 150 MW additional supply to K-Electric shall be formulated through 
evacuation of a Power Purchase and Agency Agreement (PP&AA) between K-Electric, CPPA-G and NTDC 
for two years, extendable for another year with a consensus. It has been further agreed that the tariff to be 
paid by K-Electric to CPPA-G would be as per the basket price. 
 
According to a KE spokesperson additional power from national grid is critical to exempt residential 
customers from load shedding during Sehr, Iftar. 
 
In response to a query about power supply status in Karachi during Ramadan, K-Electric stated that it is 
committed to provide maximum relief to its customers. 
 
Spokesperson KE said that additional power from the national grid is critical to exempt residential areas in 
Karachi from load shedding during Sehr and Iftar. The power utility has been engaging with concerned 
authorities for some time now to bridge the anticipated supply shortfall during peak summer months in 
Karachi and the principle approval for provision of additional power is awaited from the Ministry of Energy 
(Power Division). 
 
"Load-shedding exemption for residential power customers in Karachi during Sehr and Iftar will be 
announced as soon as KE''s request for additional supply of electricity is approved by the concerned 
authority," he added. 
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